
Minutes 10 Sep 2012 
 
Attended: 
Alex Mann 
Belinda Raitt 
Dave Murray 
Geoff Powers 
Graham Walker 
Jan Millen 
Kim Fletcher 
Leonie Wootton  
Phil Wond 
Roy Wareham 
 
Apologies: Matt & Dan. 
 
Parking expenses: 
Dave raised. People have asked, London gigs etc parking can be v expensive. 
 
View is that will be too difficult to make a policy on it. Petrol allowance quite generous 
usually covers it. But we will allow certain claims at committee discretion for long 
expensive gigs.  
 
Gig summary Year to date 
46 gigs, spate of weddings, Jubilee, Olympics – unusual this year.  
 
7 charity gigs: 

• Race for Life 
• Pickering 
• Hospice in the Weald 
• Air Ambulance 
• Ward & Co gigs (for their nominated charities) x 2 
• MS in Maidstone 

 
4 band weddings 
 
8 community 
 
2 international 
 
out of 46 gigs in total. 25 paid gigs income will be about £15,000 
 
Do we need a policy on which gigs to accept or decline?  
Some suggestions to get the band to nominate their favourite charities. Reason we’re 
discussing is that sometimes a bit awkward if band member comes to us and asks us 
to support their charity and we have to say no. So we should have a “we’ll try our 
best” –  
Leonie: particular plea to support Pickering and Air Ambulance. Agreed 
Question from Phil: do we want to support same ones all the time, or should we think 
about spreading the love a bit? 
Action: Dave asked Kim to put a memo together for band: this is what we’ve done 
so far, this is what we suggest, if anyone wants to nominate… 
 
 



Child protection policy 
Example policy provided by Eve, V comprehensive, some does not apply to us, 
needs a bit or rework. Could be introduced, but feels like we need a “safeguarding 
officer”  
 
Action: Kim to read through document and edit for our needs, agree it with Leonie & 
Jan, then circulate to rest of us. 
Jan & Leonie nominated as joint “safeguarding officers”. 
 
 
Finance update 
3 outstanding invoices to chase.  
Pretty much even at the moment. Always the same this time of year, with a few more 
bookings to come in. 
These are operating expenses, so all the money that is earmarked for other projects, 
not included in the figures 
 
New van 
Ready. Serviced till Feb, taxed till March, & MOT. Suggest cargo nets for inside. Also 
needs wraps. 
Action: Jan to talk to Darren (she’s going to see him anyway for drum) was £250 last 
time. Also to talk to Roy as he was involved last time. 
Jan Bought the old van for £750. 
 
Learning & Skills 
Beginner’s workshops: lots of beginners and need to do something to bring them 
along this needs proper planning & plenty of advertising to run a workshop. 
 
Graham: can this be done by rolling out band to another centre, as has been 
discussed previously? 
 
Alex: wants to do this (Crawley/Gravesend), feels that committee blocked this. 
Belinda corrected: it was actually that the funding got rejected. Committee had said: 
would be happy to review situation again if funding got approved. 
 
Dave: issue is We don’t have time/resources to spend on new people at the moment, 
when they just join normal rehearsal, need to put in effort and invest in existing 
centres to maintain membership levels and longevity of current membership. 
 
Leonie: Have to be prepared that workshop might then run at a loss, as if open to 
existing (new) band members, then they are already paying subs will not necessarily 
want to pay for workshop as well. Also, Phil pointed out, will they be able to come on 
another night. After some discussion it was felt that a beginners workshop should just 
be for new members so that we can keep the pace right and level of teaching very 
basic. 
 
Need to think about instruments, are there enough of them, are new people not 
sticking around because not getting on a drum. 
Alex pointed out that need to be aware that heps will deplete in numbers with various 
members likely to leave us soon. 
 
Leonie: what about individual instrument workshops 
Suggestion that when run beginners’ workshops, co-ordinate with the rehearsal 
schedule so new people can join in and they feel they are playing stuff they have 
learned. 



 
Alex’s suggestion that should teach the intro & basic groove and keep it simple with 
maybe just 2 grooves learnt over an 8-10 week course.  
Recommendation that it should be an annual thing, January/Feb every year. 
Decided that we need to put together a proper plan.  
 
Dave: suggestion that we have beginners’ video that tells you what the signals need, 
stop, snare etc etc. Alex agreed, could be private you tube. Also he has DVDs that 
he hands out to new members. This would be for members joining outside of the 
beginners workshops 
 
Beginners workshops would be £1,500 rough estimate – investing in new people. We 
do need new hep players for e.g. Is it worth the investment? 
Roy asked about numbers of beginners who stayed and became full time paying 
members, as he felt previous beginners workshops had not been well organised and 
had not been good value for money. Assistant mestre role had been specifically 
introduced to try to deal with this within existing rehearsal structure. 
Alex said that if two or three beginners stayed that was all that could be expected. 
Roy suggested that £1500 outlay for three new members was not acceptable and 
that we must aim for a much higher retention rate. 
 
Kim: Could we do it with Kent Music? As Bloco Fogo, could we go to them and say, 
this is what we want to do, will you advertise it for us 
 
Look at material, what Alex is going to run through, look at advertising, marketing, 
who it’s going to be targeted at 
 
Alex this year for the first time, will be teaching Spiritus and Heathfield Bloco Fogo 
stuff, so will give us a bigger band for the big joint events e.g. Thames Festival 
 
Beginner’s workshop sub-committee consisting of mestres, Kim, Belinda Caroline 
and Mandy: 
Action: Kim to coordinate, get us together asap & then come back with 
recommendations. 
 
Lights maintenance 
Checking that Alex OK to look after & maintain them as it is quite a big job. He’s OK 
with that. 
 
Belinda: not sure about the complete uniformity of it (circles on people) – could we 
have a bit more flexibility about where we put them on the body. Discussion, agreed, 
best in the centre (have trialled them in other places) as lights face. Agreed that 
people could still use their own lights, on top of the others. Alex suggested sound 
activated lights for drums, at some point, when we have more spare cash!. 
 
Mestre invoices & reviews 
Alex has been invoicing monthly, well done! 
 
Dan – has now submitted 2 months worth to Dave for review  
Jaz hasn’t submitted hers yet. Jan to check. 
 
Getting rehearsals started on time – need to look at that, is good to welcome new 
people. Was written in assistant mestres position that they should assist new people, 
with kit. Is up to mestres to structure session.  
 



Dave feels that assistant mestre role needs some input and direction here and we 
need to remind the team during our monthly reviews, but agreed that we collectively 
as a committee take responsibility for making sure everyone gets going & starts on 
time. 
 
Instrument repair/maintenance 
Alex – takes a lot of time to repair beaters, he’s getting fed up with doing it for free. 
It’s cheaper to pay him than buy new ones. 
 
Alex will buy snare sticks. Job lot of seconds in Brighton agreed.  
Also Alex has found cheap pads on Amazon. Agreed to get some. 
 
Bells – Jeff wants to be louder. Need replacements as some a bit cracked. Alex feels 
there are enough 4-bells, even tho Jeff doesn’t think it sounds perfect, but Alex thinks 
sounds OK. Will cost about £80-90 for blacksmith to repair each. Is it worth the 
investment for the 3 main players. Dave will look at it as part of the audit. 
 
Drum storage Maidstone – big cellar in Trinity, they have agreed we can store all the 
drums there. Ideal time to do a stock take and recall all the drums and make sure 
they are stored there not at home. 
 
Action: Dave will do a stock take for Maidstone 
Action: Alex to do when swaps the van over. 
 
Graham: to see if can source lighting storage cases 
 
Costume progress: 
Costumes being “cannibalised” – repaired to look like new 
Headbands seem to be very low 
Jaz wants a coat with Bloco Fogo on the back 
Still need to make a decision about what we’re going to do! Particulalry with new 
members needing costume soon – there is not enough to go around. Do we bite 
bullet and agree on new costume. Carried forward to next meeting. 
 
Mestre meetings update – just to highlight that there needs to be more mestre 
meetings, Dan raised some points regarding tune repertoire that need to be reviewed 
by mestres. 
 


